
PROVIDE EXTRA VALUE
TO YOUR EMPLOYER GROUPS
HOW IPMG CAN HELP BROKERS
GROW THEIR BUSINESS WITH AMPS

CLIENT RETENTION

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

SHOW THEM REAL ROI

An aggressive broker can come in with IPMG/AMPS as their partner and show an employer where they may be 
leaving hundreds of thousands of health dollars on the table. For a group the size of 200 to 1,000 employees, just by 
utilizing the Medical Bill Review product and confirming the quality of healthcare billings before they get paid, IPMG 
can save that employer $100,000 to $600,000 with AMPS. With Reference Based Pricing (RBP), a group with 200 to 
1,000 employees can save $500,000 to $2.5 million annually.This creates a tremendous opportunity for an aggressive 
mid-size brokerage group to go in and win that business.

AMPS can help you control your employer’s healthcare costs and save
typically enough to more than pay for your own services.

With IPMG and AMPS as a partner, your sales team can walk into sales
meetings with great certainty and tell an employer, by moving to us from
this other Broker, we can save you an additional 7% to 20% on your 

If you take the additional 7% in savings that AMPS can provide by doing our medical bill review and 
clinical services, that will typically pay the entire cost of administrative services for an employer group.
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WHAT IS MY CLIENT’S COST
TO IMPLEMENT AMPS WITH IPMG?

With the AMPS Medical Bill Review program and Out-Of-Network service, there is no additional cost to an
employer; AMPS is paid on a percentage of savings. IPMG can inject AMPS into their system and realize
significant and immediate savings. RBP program fees are a percentage of billed charges.

Imagine having this conversation with your client at your next quarterly review:

AMPS DRIVEN SOLUTIONS

We’ve provided this additional service, there was no hard cost to you, and you saved an 
additional $25,000 or $150,000 this quarter through MBR or $125,000 or $625,000 with

OUT-OF-NETWORK SOLUTIONS

MEDICAL BILL REVIEW

REFERENCE BASED REIMBURSEMENT

DIRECT PROVIDER CONTRACTING

AMPS offers multiple solutions to drive significant savings on out-of-
network bills, including direct negotiations and reference based repricing.

AMPS Medical Directors perform line-by-line facility claim reviews to 
correct mistakes and ensure accurate and reasonable pricing. AMPS MBR 
clients save an average of $685/employee annually.

Stop over paying and replace your PPO network! Our Care Connex program 
combines RBR, Healthcare Navigators, member advocacy, and primary care 
telemedicine to help you save 20% on health expenses while providing high 
quality benefits and care. AMPS RBR clients save an average of $2,600/
employee annually.

We can add critical providers to your benefits program and significantly 
decrease your Plan medical spending and member out-of-pocket costs.
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